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 How did the Lamprey River get its name? The Native American name for the river was 
 Pascassick, meaning “to the place of the little dark river.” * Exeter records from 1639 call it the 
 Lamprill or Lamprel River and a 1680 map of the area names it the Lamper River. This name 
 may have come from the sea lampreys that were abundant in the river at that time. 

 What do you know about sea lampreys? They are not true fish. They are a 450 million year old 
 species. Their skin is smooth, their skeleton is cartilage, they have gill holes, and they are 
 jawless. Their mouths are disc-shaped and ringed with sharp, hooked teeth. They can weigh a 
 pound and grow to 30 inches. True fish have slitted gills, bony skeletons, scales, fins and jaws. 

 Sea lampreys lay their eggs in freshwater, then the adults die. After the young hatch, they live in 
 bottom sediment for 4 to 7 years, eating small invertebrates, dead matter and algae. Their diet 
 of eating algae and dead material helps to keep the river clean. When they’re 4 to 7 inches long 
 and have developed teeth an eyes, they migrate to saltwater and live there for 2 or 3 years. 

 The adults are parasites of ocean fish. Using their sharp teeth, they grab onto fish and live off 
 their blood. (They do not latch onto people or any other mammals.) They migrate back to 
 freshwater when it’s time to breed. Sea lampreys are pests in the Great Lakes, but are an 
 important member of the river habitat. 

 Barriers to spawning in freshwater rivers, like dams and poorly designed culverts, and 
 overfishing have reduced their numbers.  Adult and juvenile sea lampreys can be seen at the 
 Macallen fish ladder in Newmarket in May when NH Fish and Game sponsors their Herring Aid 
 event. You can find more information about this event on the Lamprey River Advisory 
 Committee and NH Fish & Game websites. 

 Juvenile sea lamprey photos taken by R.H. Lord 



 Adult sea lamprey photo taken by J. Martin. 
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